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Abstract: 

 
Most of the actual arrays are perfectly periodic neither for the excitation nor for the 
geometry, but in many practical applications, is the deviation with respect to the 
periodicity conditions weak. Therefore, a large class of three-dimensional finite phased 
arrays can be treated as periodic. In these cases, the infinite array approximation is often 
used to reduce the numerical complexity, and is known to yield good results except near 
the array edges and close to the scan-blindness condition. A certain amount of work has 
performed in the past to improve and refine the infinite array solution, with focus on edge 
effects and guided wave excitation. The technique proposed in [1] is based on the 
solution of a fringe integral equation (FIE), which allows interpreting the edge-excited 
currents as produced by the diffracted field at the array edge, which is excited by the 
Floquet waves (FWs) pertinent to the infinite periodic array configuration. Following this 
physical interpretation, the edge-excited current in the FIE is efficiently represented by a 
few macro-scale basis functions with domain on the entire array aperture. In this work, 
the FIE formulation is applied to the canonical configuration of a semi-infinite periodic 
array with arbitrary shaped elements, printed on a arbitrary planar infinite stratification. 
The edge-excited currents are expanded in terms of macro-scale basis functions 
associated to the edge-diffracted space waves and to the guided waves supported by the 
periodic array. These macro-scale functions modulate local Synthetic expansion 
Functions (SFX) [2] with domain on the individual element. The latter functions are of 
different type for space-diffracted waves and guided-waves modulating macro-scale 
functions. In particular, the SFX  element currents associated to the guided-waves macro 
functions are obtained by the eigenvectors of the resonance equation, subjected to a phase 
shift condition imposed by the edge direction. For diffracted space waves, the associated 
SFX are determined through a procedure based on the application of the generalized 
pencil of function (GPOF) technique [3]. This allows us to approximate the diffracted 
field in terms of a series of complex exponentials. Then a local periodic problem is 
solved by applying the Floquet theorem, by assuming a complex propagation constant. 
The weighted sum of the currents obtained from the solution of each complex 
exponential is then used as an SFX.  
The outcome of the above preprocessing is a representation of the semi-infinite array 
currents in terms infinite periodic array currents (solved by a conventional MoM) plus 
edge-induced diffracted space waves and surface waves, which modulate the pertinent 
SFX. The amplitude coefficients of these functions are computed by solving the FIE via 



MoM. When the array is rectangular, vertex diffracted contributions are asymptotically 
approximated through an incremental procedure as in [4]. The present technique allows 
to perform a full-wave analysis of large and very large finite arrays with a computational 
effort which is independent of the number of elements. Moreover, it gives a deep physical 
description of the dominant phenomena associated to the edge effects. 
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